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British battalion

Missing GIs-

sent to N. Ireland

lost or dead?

BELFAST. Northern Ireland tAP>Britain ordered a battalion of army
reinforcements to Northern Ireland
yesterday when defiant civil rights
leaders refused to call off an illegal
protest march set for Sunday near the
border with southern Ireland
The troop movements, which will
bring army strength in the province to
15.000 men. were announced after
another day of gun battles and explosions in the streets of major northern
Irish cities
Over the border in the Irish Republic.
Prime Minister Jack Lynch pledged
tough action to crush insurgents
"seeking to overthrow the institutions
of the state."
IV accused outlaws of leading
Wednesday night's destruction of Britain's embassy in Dublin and warned
such men were endangering "our
institutions of freedom and democracy."
IN LONDON, the British foreign
secretary. Sir Alec Douglas-Home,
demanded full compensation from the
Irish government for the destroyed
embassy and told Dublin it must
change its present attitude to the crisis
Otherwise, he declared, it "could do
the most serious damage-and lasting
damage- to the relationship between
our two countries "
In Dublin. Lynch said he had
promised Britain full compensation
An advance party of the 550-man 2nd
Battalion Light Infantry flew out of
England during the day The rest will
leave by ship Friday
Army headquarters said the reinforcements were dispatched as "a
precautionary measure" for the civil
rights' silent protest march planned for
the tough border city of Newry on Sunday.
March organizers said the demonstration is intended as a tribute "to
those who died for democracy" during
a similar march in Londonderry last
Sunday. Thirteen men and boys were
killed in clashes with British paratroopers
More paratroopers are also being
sent to Northern Ireland, but as
replacements, not reinforcements
THE PARATROOPERS have borne
the brunt of civil rights accusations of
brutality while breaking up marches
staged in defiance of emergency laws
against processions.

WASHINGTON (APl-A State Department official acknowledged yesterday
that many Americans missing in Indochina are dead I'is statement to a
House subcommittee drew an angry
reaction from the mother of a downed
American pilot
"We recognize, of course, that many
of the men listed as missing in Indochina are almost certainly dead." said
William I' Sullivan, deputy assistant
secretary of State for East Asian and
Pacific affairs.
While cautioning that none except the
North Vietnamese really know how
many of the over 1,600 military men the
United States says are captured or
missing are really dead, Sullivan said
the government keeps track of the
names of men who are probably dead
and notifies their families.
Pilots in other planes sometimes
report that no parachute was opened
when ■ U.S. jet goes down, and rescue
planes sometimes find a "high probability" that a pilot did not survive,
Sullivan said

British Prime Minister Edward
Heath appealed to Lynch. William
Cardinal Conway. Roman Catholic primate of all Ireland and John Cardinal
Heenan. the British primate, to intercede with civil rights leaders to have
the Newry march called off
Northern Ireland's Security Committee, comprising provincial government, police and army chiefs, warned
the march is illegal and "measures will
be taken to enforce the law."
March organizers said they expect at
least 15.000 people from both sides of
the border to attend the demonstration,
planned to take place in total silence.
They said any bloodshed would be the
responsibility of the army
NEWRY, NICKNAMED F.I Paso"
after the violence it has seen from its
position on the frontier over the past
two and one-half years, was hit by •
rampage of burning, stoning and looting
in 1969 when a civil rights march got
out of control
Gun battles between British troops
and the Irish Republican Army, which
is fighting to bring Protestant-dominated Northern Ireland under the rule of
the mainly Catholic republic, crackled
through the streets of Belfast most of
yesterday
British troops, ordered to remove
burning barricades of cars and trucks
in Catholic districts, repeatedly catM
under sniper fire, army headquarters
said Asked if the troops returned fire,
the spokesman said "Yes indeed,
rather "

Embassy
ablaze

Patrol bombs burst against the front of the British
Embassy in Dublin Tuesday night as flames roared
from the hallway.

The "Committee for the Re-definition of the Baccalaureate" will be
headed by Dr. John 1'olmes. associate
professor of marketing
Dr. Holmes said the committee
would begin its work immediately and
he expects a final report with recommendations will be submitted to Dr.

From Gl
to BG
When a man finishes his tour in
the armed forces and eaters a
university, what kind of problems
does he face''
Is the transition from Gl to
college student a difficult one to
make'' Or is a four-year course of
study easier (or a person who has
already completed his military
service and no longer must worry
about an induction notice
interrupting his college career''
Docs he find il easier to relate to
instructors'' I'arder to relate to
fellow students who have not
experienced the military training
he has just completed"'
See page 5 for "Vets caught
between two worlds "

Furry predicts ROTC will be retained
Eric Furry, a student observer at the
ROTC hearings conducted last quarter
by the College of Business
Administrations
Curriculum
Committee, has predicted the group I
final recommendation will be to retain

the University'* ROTC progranu
In his observers report Furry,
senior iA&S>. said the committee will
be "virtually unanimous in retaining
BGSU's two ROTC programs
essentially unchanged
SEVERAL witnesses did not concern
themselves with the question of

whether or not the University should
include officer training as one of its
(unctions, he said
Although President I'ollis A. Moore
Jr suggested several possible changes
in the existing programs. Furry
contended that none of these proposals
would involve more than a fresh paint
job for the departments' image "
According to Doug Weigle, another
student observer.
Dr
Moore
suggested:
-Changing the ROTC curriculum,
-folding summer field training

Holmes heads study
President I'ollis A. Moore Jr has
named an 11-member committee to
study the feasibility of a three-year
baccalaureate degree program here
Dr. Moore proposed the three-year
program last month in his budget message stating that the program is
already in use in Great Britain,
Australia and New Zealand and is "a
viable option for us."

MS. DONALD Shay, of Linthicum.
ltd., did not dispute that some of the
missing are dead but said Sullivan's
saying so only causes more grief for
their families.
Ms Shay, mother of Air Force Capt.
Donald Shay Jr. and an assistant
national coordinator of the National
League of American Servicemen Captured or Missing in Southeast Asia,
called Sullivan's remarks "a terrible
thing to say."
Why make it public''
she told
reporters after the hearing " We should

holdout until the last hope "
In reporting to the I'ouse Foreign
Affairs Committee on the status of U.S.
efforts to free prisoners of war held by
the enemy. Sullivan said, "We are continuing to do all in our power to assist
our men held by the enemy, to obtain
information about them and word from
them, and to secure their earliest possible release
But he said the U.S. government will
not encourage or cause the collapse of
the South Vietnamese government as
the price for obtaining the release of
the prisoners.

Moore by spring quarter
"We'll first establish the ground
rules as to what we want to accomplish,
and then look at what we may be able to
offer students in the way of options
regarding a three-year program." he
said
The committee will be seeking opinions from a broad segment of the campus, particularly the students. Dr
Holmes said
Dr. Moore said the meaning of and
need for a college degree have changed
over the years and "we need to explore
a lot of different ways of doing things."
"Another thing is that since the state
is not allowing us to grow anymore, a
three-year turnover of students over

any given period of time would open up
a 25 per cent larger enrollment opportunity for the University," he said
Members of the committee include
Dr. Richard Crang. associate professor
of biology; Edmund Danziger, assistant
professor of history; Mary Jane
Hahler. instructor of romance languages; Dr Peter Howard, associate
professor of music; Bette Logsdon. professor of health and physical education;
Dr. John Pettibone. associate professor of journalism; Dr. Trevor Phillips,
associate professor of education; Dr
William Pitts, director of the student
development program; Olin Smith,
research professor in psychology, and
Gary Woditsch. assistant to the provost.

sessions including increased stipends
-Appointing prolessors from outside
the University to leach ROTC courses.
-Placing the programs under the
authority of (he provost rather than the
College of Business Administration.
-InstUulmg a Board of Visitors
Review to study (he programs every
year
-Renaming the program (he "Officer
Education Program "
•-Changing Ihe role of (he
commanding officers to counselor and
coordinator of ROTC activities,
"I CAN ONLY conclude lha( his
suggeslions are designed only to pacify
anti-ROTC forces at this University."
Furry said
Furry said Elton Ringer, associate
vice president for operations and
financial affiars. reported to the
committee that, because of the ROTC
program, the University annually
receives about $90,000 in student fees
and state appropriations based on the
total number of credit hours awarded
to ROTC students.
Ringer reportedly said the school
would lose roughly $30,000 if the
program were dropped, since it costs
about $60,000 to maintain.
However. Furry contended the
University would no( lose (hese funds
since ROTC s(uden(s would (hen enroll
in olher courses, keeping (he state
appropriation per person the same.
Furry said one of the standard proROTC arguments was (he fac( (ha( no

one is forced lo (ake ROTC, and (o
abolish (he programs would violale the
cadets' academic freedom.
HOWEVER. anti-ROTC witnesses
said the University does no( have (he
obligation or resources to offer
instruction in all fields For example,
the University has no courses in
agriculture, but this is not construed as
denying the academic freedom of a
po(en(ial farmer, he said.
According (o Furry, other witnesses
asked if academic freedom means the
University should sponsor an
institution that stifles creativity,
individuality and freedom.
ROTC proponents said ROTC helps
make the military more humane by
exposing future officers to a liberal
university atmosphere. Furry said.
However, he said anti-ROTC
witnesses claimed cadets fulfill credit
hour requirements by taking ROTC
courses, and therefore do not take that
many courses in humanities.
According to Furry. pro-ROTC
witnesses alluded to the importance of
the program for the nation's security
since most officers are "ROTC
products."
BUT FURRY contended
the
committee should have dealt with
ROTC's future at the University.
"Surely the continuation of ROTC at
this University is of no essential
importance (o the national ROTC

programs, let alone to the national
security." he said.
Although one witness reportedly
stated that ROTC courses are equal in
academic value to some other survey
courses here. Furry said that can
hardly be viewed in ROTC's favor.
He said another argument for
retaining ROTC was that war does
exist, and this country's involvement
with it is therefore legitimate
However, opponents said
the
traditional purpose of a university is to
cultivate knowledge and foster ideals.
"ROTC treats war as an effective
solution to international oroblems; the
University should concern itself with
alternatives to this barbaric notion."
Furry said
HE SAID one professor criticized the
committee for again concerning itself
with the issue of ROTC i hearings were
held on the same issue in the spring of
19701.
Furry agreed with the professor's
comment
"What justification can
there be for the expenditure of time and
money for an investigation with a
predictable result'" he said
"What we have seen is a group of
businessmen juding the legitimacy of
an essential part of the military ■■the
very same military that protects
international exploitation by American
business
"When the issue of ROTC's
continuance is forwarded to Academic
Council, we must hope for a more
impartial hearing," Furry said.

Just at the wrong end of the lottery'-Leasure
By Jim Wasserman
Tom Leasure never won a lottery before in his life.
Wednesday morning, he won big in Uncle Sam's
annual draft lottery, drawing number one.
Leasure. freshman IA&SI. from Delaware. Ohio,
said he and a group of friends in Rodgers Quadrangle
were listening to the lottery on the radio. However,
he was out of the room when his number was
announced.
"I WAS pretty mad at first, he said. His friends
displayed the aluminum beer mug he crushed
"during the first wave of reaction.
"It's really the fairest way they can do it. though,"
Leasure said "I'm just at the wrong end."

Tom leature-No 1

Earlier, he had started a pool with other residents,
with the person having the lowest number receiving
the money Leasure and Dean Warner, whose lottery
number was two, split $23 between them
Warner, freshman (AfcSi. said when the drawing
was about two-thirds completed, he and Tom looked

at each other and jokingly bet they would get one and
two.
"It's not quite so funny, now." Leasure said
"The worst part about it is that I don't have a
deferment, but I doubt very much if I will enlist." he
said
LEASURE and Warner, both smoking expensive
"celebration" cigars, agreed they are going to stay
in school as long as possible
Rich Winship. freshman iB.A.). from Willoughby.
received number one.
He said he was calling WBGU-FM to find out his
number when he heara it in a radio broadcast.

(

"I really didn't believe it." he said. "I never
thought such a small number could affect my life in
such a big way."
Winship said he was going to "wait it out" and try
to get through as much school as possible.
On the other side of the story is Jeff Andrews,
freshman (A&Sl. from Hicksville. Andrews is the
only student on campus with the number 365

"I was really surprised because I expected a low
number." he said. "I was happy to get a good
number, but I sort of feel like I'm cheating all the
guys with low numbers."
GREGG KENT, freshman iB.A.l. said his mother
called from New York and cried over the telephone.
His number was 218.
Tim Reardon, freshman (Ed.I. received number
360. "Now I know what I'm going to do with my
future, and won't have to waste two years of my
life," he said.
Dwight Greer. freshman (Mus. Ed. I. was 337. "I
feel guilty about getting a high number because
almost all my friends got rotten numbers." he said.
Greer said an all-volunteer army is the only "right
way."
"It's not fair that someone picks numbers and tells
people what to do with two years of their life."
All agreed that an all-volunteer army is the only
fair way to maintain a military force.

J.H Andr.wi-No. 3*5
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opinion

show business sarcasm

neutral grounds
As an aftermath to the Jan. 25 Ohio State-Minnesota basketball
game, where twoOSUstudents were injured, a bill introduced into
the Ohio House yesterday, proposed that Ohio universities and
colleges would be forbidden from playing at out-of-state locations
where their players have been assaulted.
The bill says that any Ohio team could not play at either
school's home site until two years following a disturbance
simil i.ii to the Jan. 25 incident. The proposal does permit the two
teams to play at neutral sites during this two-year period.
The Ohio State-Minnesota incident should never have happened,
but must the athletic systems of all Ohio universities be treated
as war machines?
Rep. Mack Pemberton. (R-61 Columbus i. who is sponsoring the
bill obviously does not trust Ohio university athletes and students
to the extent that they cannot play (fight? I their athletic contests
(battles?) on home soil for fear of more bloodshed within the twoyear period.
It seems highly unlikely athletes and students would hold two
year grudges by continually rioting over a mere athletic game.
But maybe Rep. Pemberton knows something we don't.

lottery game
The Selective Service System played its favorite game of
chance Wednesday--the lottery.
Only six young people took part in the activities, but the
numbers they played with yielded "rewards" and "punishments"
for every American male born in 1953.
The losers (men born on March tor7) will be first in line for
the 1973 draft.
The lucky winners (those born on July 23 orSept.9mow have
nothing to worry about. Only under the most extreme
circumstances will they have to submit to the draft.
Perhaps this little game is an improvement over the former rat
race involving desperate pleas lor a determent of some sort.
However, it's repulsive to think a Child's game will determine
whether or not a man will be drafted.
But then, it's hardly surprising thai a repulsive system uses a
repulsive method to fill its ranks

By Gil* Bogle
EaterUiimeit Editor
In another of my attempts to sample
different kinds of entertainment found in
Bowling Green Hast week it was an xrated movie) I attended the UAO
coffeehouse Saturday night
There were two acts on the bill,
McCracken and James, who are
University students Chris McCracken
and Jim Rosenberger, and the Princess
and the Frog, a team from New York.
McCracken and James entertained the
audience Granted, they are a local
group and probably had friends in the
crowd, but they also got the crowd to
respond favorably to their act.
Rosenberger. who had recently been in
an accident and had a pinched nerve in
his shoulder, commented on the fact,
then let it go and played well anyway.

worth my time. Besides the fact that the
Princess was snide, cynical and
sarcastic-"you know Arlo Gunthne. he
owns a chain of restaurants in the East"-she had a lousy voice.
THE GROUP'S BLEND was awful
The basic qualities of the two voices
together grated on my ears. And the
Princess was even worse by herself.
Perhaps the blend was hurt by the fact
that the Frog didn't feel well, but her
solos just didn't make it either.
Sarcasm has its place in show
business. Some people, like Don Rickles.
have made a good living ripping the hell
out of their audiences. But the Princess

is also not going to make it as a female
Don Rickles.
She consistently slammed Ohio. I
mean, we live in Ohio and if we want to
slam it, well maybe it makes
experiencing this place every day a little
easier But I get very tired of people who
get off the plane at Toledo and start
swinging right away.
Nobody likes to be put down. Or if you
are put down, it had better be done by
someone who has some valid basis for
doing so.
BOWLING GREEN is definitely not
New York or Los Angeles or Chicago.
But it is still a place for performers to

work before an audience and get money
fordoing it.
Students at Bowling Green are
basically literate. In fact some are even
intelligent and they have taste in music
and are perceptive in their choices of
entertainment.
No matter who the group may be.
every time they go into a concert they
have to prove again that they are worth
seeing and hearing. And the sight and
vision of Bowling Green students isn't
effected so much by the snow or the
swamp or the relative isolation of the
town to retard our cultural growth to the
point of making us morons.

llMMR IbB-

CONTRASTED WITH the Princess
and the Frog, professionals who should
have known better, Rosenberger was
practically heroic. The Princess kept
telling us that the Frog had the flu and
had had the flu for a week, so we should
all forgive them for a bad performance.
Per comments on the Frog's health
and on being in Bowling Green, in
general, bring me to the point of this
opinion.
I'm tired of performers coming into
the Midwest and talking to people like we
don't understand English or we are slowlearners.
The Frog would have been better off
leaving the Princess home on his lilypad
and coming to town by himself.
I have to admit I did not stay for the
whole performance. I didn't think it was

;o
'JUST HOW DO I GET MYSELF INTO THESE SITUATIONS??'
Gloria Sterne
and journalist
■o not know MOMUBM •
«* called • militant
■u an Ge. W«
Motor*. We do*

Lerrers

leVeVMee«Je

one and only way to life
Thank you so much for the feature on
the Jesus Movement! It was well
written!
• I'll be 44 years old in April I'm not a
kid. I'm a staff member I'm in the Jesus
Movement and I'm a Jesus Freak I have
been for almost 2 years and the "fad"

rodgers

This is the new symbol for our "Save the News"
campaign. Sure it's a little dramatic. You might even
venture to wonder how can we even begin to think we
could save the earth by saving newspapers here in
Bowling Green.
But the fact is. it's a start and everyone has to do
something even if it only makes a dent in the massive
problem we are faced with. This problem is universal,
but you have to start right here at BGSU. Because if
everyone does just a little, the effect will be felt worldwide. Start here. Save your newspapers.

Make Clean Air a Reality...
Not a Memory

Tuesday's News carried an article,
which we thought was excellentreporting on the new open house proposal
made by Rodgers Quadrangle. I'owever,
we feel that some of the comment.; in it
made by Dr, James Bond, vice president
of student affairs, require response and
clarification on our part
First Dr. Bond said that this proposal
is part of a bigger issue. This may be
true, but even if it is. our proposal
involves only one carefully defined area
within this bigger issue, that of open
house policy. The proposal is not vague
or inexact in its application
"The way it is written now. it is asking
for dorm autonomy." he said. True, but
again in only one area. We made no
comments about other University
policies. We are dealing with dormitory
control of open house hours, only, not the
complete removal of all University
authority.
"I'M NOT SURE a University can
delegate that authority." It already does
Dormitories are now allowed to set their'
own hours within a 12-hour period on
weekdays and a 14-hour period on
weekends. Our proposal merely extends
this self-rule to a 24-hour period every
day. It is a matter of degree, not of basic
policy. It is nothing revolutionary.
Also Dr Bond said the University was
responsible for the student's security and
that he doubted the individual residence
halls could accept that responsibility.
What are we asking here? The
dissolution of the campus police force?
The removal of locks from dorm room
doors? The University is not protecting
any student interest by the open house
policy that dormitories themselves could
not protect equally as well.
While there may be legitimate points
to be brought up in opposition to our
propoul. Dr. Bond certainly failed to
touch on them. This bureaucratic
method of avoiding the real question
should not continue.
Rodgers Quadrangle Community Council
Paul E. Wallingford. Council Chairman
Open t'ouse Committee
Michel P. Florio. Comm Chairman

doesn't wear off-Jesus just gets more
beautiful every day of my life and I could
shout with the rest of them "I LOVE
YOU, JESUS". It is so wonderful to love
Jesus, to put my hands in the air and
praise Pirn, to feel Pis presence in me so
very strong, to feel Mis peace that
passeth understanding
I know you all won't find Jesus I fell
that way too when 1 found Jesus as my
personal Savior but now I know that
many are called but few are chosen
Life with Jesus is not a cop-out. Its
harder than any cop-out existence ever
could be because you now have a
responsibility to yourself and others. No
crutch is for you because Jesus fills
every microscopic inch of that gnawing,
unfulfilled feeling. There is no
temporary relief-ils forever-unless you
turn from Jesus. And then, its only the
instant, sweet return, that can be had at
any time and any place that leads you to
eventually staying with Pirn constantly.
EMOTIONS DO NOT become the
entire rulers of our lives. Quite the
opposite. We give our cares to Jesus. All
the trivial problems, plus the problems
that seem unsolvable. are cast on Jesus
■»

for a solution. Our minds become fixed
on the intent that someone else has a
better way. Because we can relax, our
minds flow more freely, and a solution
does emerge. Most often, a way out
emerges that no one ever dreamed of.
The Jesus Movement will not fade. It
has been here over 2.000 years. It is the
only truth that has absolutely no
fallacies-not ONE. And you find me
some other way that hasn't got
something wrong with it.
Because I dared to step out in
complete faith. Jesus has granted me the
privilege of seeing others as Pe sees
them-in the heart. I love everyone. Pow
do I know that one of these unsightly
moves might just be a returned Jesus.
After all. Pe wasn't walking among the
social set back in Pis day.
So, count me in with the Jesus
Movement! We don't care about names.
We care about life. Where two or more
are gathered together in Pis name, there
Pe shall be also. The "one way" sign is
not only the only way to heaven but the
only way to LIFE.
Joan Arras
Faculty Senate

'
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Coupons won't purchase
a juicy Unionburger
By Scott Scredoe
Staff Reporter
The Food Service Evaluation Committee decided
yesterday, without voting,
not to allow food coupons to
be used in the University
Union.

Lottery
March
21
was
mistakenly listed in
yesterday's News as
number 30 in the 1973
lottery. It should have
read March 21-300.

The committee said by letting students spend their
coupons in the Union, the
dining halls would lose
money, since the Union's
budget is independent of
Food Services operations.
However, the Amani and
Mid-American rooms, which
do allow the use of food coupons, fall within Food services' budget.
Food Services reported a
deficit of $97,000 last quarter.

The committee said this
meant students are getting
more use out of their coupons this quarter than in fall
quarter. Providing them
with another outlet "other
than the Amani and MidAmerican rooms would not
be necessary, it said.
Elton Ringer, associate

vice president for operations
and financial affairs, said a
bill pending in the Ohio General Assembly that would
increase civil service
employees' pay by 10 per
cent retroactive to January
1. would mean more costs
for Food Services.
This would also have to be

HOWEVER,
committee
members said keeping the
prices as they are now would
be appreciated more by students than opening the Union
for coupons and raising
prices in the dining halls
Bea Van Meter, hall director at Uffenhauer East. said,
opening the Union "isn't
going lo help us (food services i as far as the deficit
goes We've presented an
alternative to the Union
(Amani and Mid-American
rooms i. but we can't raise
prices," she said
Chris I'awk, committee
chairman, said the Union
proposal should be reviewed
when financial statements
for winter quarler are available
The proposal to establish a
snack bar in Founders Quadrangle which would accept
food coupons received
"ecstatic" support in a sample of residents on Treadway
Pall's third floor, the committee said

MONA PUGH. assistant
director of Food Services,
said students were spending
20 per cent more food coupons in the first four weeks
of winter quarter than they
did during the first four
weeks of fall quarter.

Gilligan seeks
clean air' funds
COLUMBUS (AP) - Gov
John J Gilligan yesterdaycalled for renewed efforts to
eliminate pollution and
outlined state plans to do so.
Gilligan said he would ask
the State Emergency Board
for 1250.000 in additional
funds for a "realistic clean
air program." I'e said a
former draft of such a
program had been sent to the
federal
Environmental
Protection Agency
The governor said other
money would be available
from
the
federal
government, but he did not
know how much
Asked if he thought the
state's drive against
industrial pollution would
drive
industry
away.
Gilligan said. "The drive
against pollution is a
national program. There is
no place for them to go."

GILLIGAN

SAID

he

thought industry would be
cooperative
I'e said
industrial
management
"must breathe the same air
we do."
An initial step in the
program, the governor said,
will be to increase the
Department of Health's Air
Pollution Control Unit staff
from its present 25 to 65
persons.
The state simultaneously
will begin enforcing new
clean air standards adopted
by the Air Pollution Control
Board last Friday

Gilligan said about 4.000
known air polluters in Ohio
will be contacted and those
in compliance with the new
state standards will be given
operating permits. Others
will be given schedules for
reducing
pollution
discharges
Deadline
violations are punishable by
fines of up to $10,000 per day.
Gilligan
said
local
governments would help
enforce control in the
program.
The governor said the
state's stress on regional
service for solid waste
management
was
progressing with 29 of the
state's remaining 36 open
dumps scheduled to close
within the next two weeks.

taken into account before
coupons could be allowed in
the Union, he said
The committee agreed
that by letting students use
their coupons in the Union,
(hereby increasing Food Services' deficit, a hike in food
prices would be a likely
alternative to meet the new
costs

At th* late-afternoon sunlight slowly
fades, barren boughs and branches are
left behind.

It will now be laken lo the
Founders Douse Board for
discussion and may be acted
upon at the Food Services
Committee meeting on
Thursday.
The proposal will be to aid
girls who have extra food
coupons, which they have not
been able to use in the dining
halls

Woman athlete study set
Can a woman be an athlete
and still retain her feminity?
Dr. Joseph Kivlin and Dr
Eldon Snyder, associate
professors of sociology, will
attempt to learn if there is a
contradiction
between
athletics and femininity.
Dr.
Agnes Kooley.
professor of women's health
and physical education, will
be a consultant to the
project.
Top women athletes from
throughout the country, such

as those on the 1972 U.S.
Olympic teams, will be
surveyed lo learn how they
view themselves as women
In addition, the professors
plan to collect information
about how others view these
women who compete.
DR.
SNYDER
has
theorized that conflict
between sex
roles and
occupational roles may exist
to a greater or lesser extent
depending on the sport in

which a woman participates.
Some field sports involve
the need for speeJ or power,
sometimes
culturally
defined as
masculine
characteristics; others, such
as gymnastics, are graceful,
usually a feminine trait, he
explained.
In addition to written
questionnaires, the study may
also include personal
interviews with women
athletes preparing for

Olympic competition.
Although other sociolgists
have studied collegiate
women athletes, few have
attempted to study the role
of femininity in relation to
athletes outside the realm of
higher education, according
to Dr Snyder.
An $800 grant, awarded to
the professors by the
Anderson Center for
Personal Development, will
finance the research.

Four to face grand jury

'Puzzling'
paneiS

Jumbled words and letters may keep onlookers wondering
exactly what it going on behind these panels. But it'i jut* an
addition to the Bank of Wood County.

Co-op response faltering
The BG Student Co-op is
not doing as well as its
organizers
expected,
according to Connie Gallant,
junior IA&S). a member of
the co-op's board of
directors.
"It's because of the
students."'
she said
"They're not coming out."
Ms. Gallant estimated
aboul five students per day
walk to the co-op. located at
827 First St.

expenses are basically low
The co-op pays rent for use
of the University property,
and has few additional
expenses such as building
and general office supplies.
One of the reasons Waszak
said he thinks studentsmight
nut be going to the co-op is
that the location may be
unfavorable

"We've got over 700
memberships, so 1 don't
understand why people don't
come out at least lo see whal
they've bought into." she
said
JOEL WASZAK. junior
(B A I. treasurer of the coop, said although Ihe student
interest seems low. the co-op
"doesn't expect to go
broke."
Waszak explained thai

"There are people who
still don't know where we
are on campus." he said
Another reason is apathy
"A lot of people still don't
know what the BG Student
Co-op is." Waszak said.

Black career day
called for Feb. 24
"Gig Expo:
A Black
Careers Conference" will be
presented Thursday. Feb. 24
by the Ethnics Study
Program and the Placement
Office. The program is
designed to acquaint black
students
with
job
opportunities
in areas
traditionally closed to them.
About 40 companies
interested
in
hiring
members of minority groups
will be on hand to interview
seniors for job placement
and explain vocalional
opportunities
to
underclassmen.
Sandy Route, member of
the coordinating committee
for the careers conference,
said Ihe presentation will be

HE SAID THE co-op is not
laking textbooks on
consignment in the store
Instead, co-op personnel
take the names and
addresses of persons wishing
lo sell books and arrange for
them to meet with people
who might be interested in
buying those books
"Most students do prefer
to sell their books to other
students-the problem is to
find students who want to
buy the books." Waszak
said.
In addition to this service.
Ihe co-op sells some donated
paperback books for 25
cents
Used clothing, records and
homemade candles are also
available. The co-op is open
from 1 to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday

open to all interested
students, even though it will
be geared to blacks
She urged all seniors
interested in the program to
begin preparing resumes
since the companies will be
conducting interviews
during the presentation
"Gig Expo" will include
company display centers for
information and interviews;
a program on interview
techniques, a speech by
Arthur Fletcher, executive
director of the United Negro
College Fund; and a concert
featuring "War" for only
those students participating
in the program said Ms
Route.

®^c^
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on charges of abduction
Four persons were bound
over to the Wood County
Grand Jury yesterday on
charges of abduction in two
separate cases involving
University women
Roy J
Stricklen. 18,
Portage, was bound over on
charges of abduction for
immoral purposes and
assault with a dangerous
weapon, i'e is charged with
the abduction of a woman

student from a University
parking lot on Jan. 11.
The other three men were
all bound over on charges
resulting from the abduction
of a woman student on Jan.
20.
John Meade.
18 and
Gregory Columber, 22 are
charged with abduction and
rape Ray Wires. 18. is
charged with aiding and
abetting a rape. All three are
from Tontogany.

U.A.0. CAMPUS FLICKS

HAIL, HERO!

It's here! Re-Nulriv is starling the revolution of the
decade in lipsticks! Re-Nutriv, Ihe Rich Rich lipstick puts
your mouth back in the beauty light where it belongs!
Alive, luscious, ripe, moist and shining — that's how a mouth
should look!-That's how a mouth looks with Re-Nutriv. The
reason is that Re-Nutriv is steeped in antural vitomin

U.A.0. Sidedoor - Only 25c At The Door
THIS FRI.& SAT. AT 8:30

mean that a super-color, super-shine lipstick has finally
been created. In 25 exciting shades, too.... Fashion Brightj,
Foshion Darks, Dramolic and Civilized Shades. All in
■a rich lapis blue and gold meiol slim line case. Just $4

WAWR-93.5FM

Feb. 4 & 5
6:00,8:15, 10:30
25C
210 MATH-SCIENCE

Refill case in same 25 shades. 3.25.

A GIFT
FOR YOU
Give your complexion
a dip in crisp country
air with the- easy
approach to Teal-life
make-up. The Beauty
Luminaires. Base,
Powder and Liptinl;
Your gift with any
Estee louder purchase
of $5 or.more. This week
only.

><

x4^mi
This is

something different
945 S. Main

oils. That plus the other exclusive Re-Nutriv ingredients

353-7675

STARTS SUNDAY, FEB. 13th
1 - 4 P.M.

taa«4/Th*M Newt. Friday, February 4, 1972

Seeks Thieu resignation

Viet Cong plan revised
PARIS
(API- The
Viet Cong placed before the
Paris talks yesterday its
revised peace plan calling
(or
the
immediate
resignation of Nguyen Van
Thieu as South Vietnam's
president
But the United States
suggested the Communist
aide lake another look at
President
Nixon's eightpoint plan as the basis (or
ending the Indochina war
U.S. Ambassador William
J. Porter made no detailed
Response to the Viet Cong
•Ian but in Washington a
.State Department official
Said there seemed to be
some hopeful elements in it
. The Communists told
[porter they do not accept the
'""Ian disclosed last week by
ixon on television and put
the North Vietnamese by
residential aide Henry A
issingerlastOct.il.
Porter replied
"This
ins to indicate a basic
isunderstanding of the
•jlegotiating
process
■generally and of what our

• proposal is designed to do
■ specifically "

UNDER THE US. plan.
| he added, the United Stales
is prepared to begin troop
withdrawals and prisoner
exchanges while other points
are negotiated.
"Ours is a proposal which
is fully consistent with the
principle that the political
future of South Vietnam will
be left for the South

Vietnamese people to decide
for themselves, free from
outside
interference."
Porter declared
He said the plan was not
submitted on a take-it-orleave-it basis but is open for
negotiation
But the North Vietnamese
and the Viet Cong appeared
to be abandoning any further

Info update

consideration of the Nixon
plan, which is backed by
South Vietnam, and going on
to an elaborated version of
the Viet Cong's seven-point
plan presented last July.
CHANGES INCLUDE a
demand for the immediate
resignation of Thieu and
insistence that the United
States "set a specific
terminal date" for troop
withdrawal
"This specific terminal
dale will also be the
terminal date for the release
of all military and civilian
prisoners." the Communists
said
Previously the Communists
had
demanded
that the United State* cease
supporting Thieu and had
asked that the United States
get out by the end of 1971
Porter did not address
himself to the Viet Cong
plan

All organizations
recognized by the
University and wishing
to keep this recognition
must contact the
Student
Activities
Office. 405 Student
Services Bldg . or call
372-3673 to obtain
information on updating
their files.

^

Midterm
slump

Thar* or* HmM when a ceuree requires altld
not** and times whm It imani a lot of Intoning
And thon thoro are rho day* when il't not that

Twenty-four frames a second
By Jack Naehbar
and Mike Martden
It's nowhere near June
yet. but all of a sudden,
campus movies are busting
out all over.
Middle Class Youth < MCYI
is showing their usual Wild

U.S. to test space narc
CAPE KENNEDY. Ela
tAI'i- Marijuana and opium
poppy gowers may soon fall
victim to the space narc-an
orbiting satellite capable of
delecting drug lielcls from
100 miles up
An earth resources
satellite scheduled (or
launching in May or June
could provide the first
evidence whether the idea is
feasible.

The U S. Treasury
Department's Bureau of
Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs is spending about $2
million dollars to imdout.
The inone\ will pay for a
one-year project aimed at
determining the peculiar
'signature'' of the
marijuana plant so that
large crop- of it around the
world can be detected bv

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!
Guitarist STEVE BIDDLE
Friday and Saturday, from 9 p.m.
This is

something different

remote sensing devices in
satellites.
The signature is the
pattern by which a plant
reflects heat and light during
various phases of growth and
under different soil and
climate conditions
Dr. Robert Miller of the
Agriculture Department,
which is cooperating in the
project, said three large
fields of marijuana will be
grown
for the test,
simulating different soils
and climates of the world.
I'e said they probably
would !«■ located in Texas,
with a moderate climate,
the Arizona desert, and*
warm, moist Florida.

stuff nearly every week
Dormitories are beginning
to sponsor some good
movies. And. beginning Feb.
13. the Pop Culture Center
will present a series of
classic comedian features.
Two Weekend Movies of
Interest:
The current "in"
commercial movie subject
is the nostalgic loss of
innocence. Last year's top
money maker,
"Love
Story", was constructed
around the memories of
Ollie Barrett.
"The Reivers", t Friday.
115 Ed 6.8.10 p.m.) was
released in 1969. before
nostalgia was big business.
Consequently, it was
generally ignored by both
critics and audiences. It's
inn bad the picture isn't
being widely re-distributed:
it is I think, easily the best
nostalgia film made in the
past several years.
In "The Reivers", young
Lucius Priest joins two
rather stupid but otherwise older friends. Ned

McCaslin and
Boon
Hogganbeck. in the theft of
the Priest family car.
Pappy in their mischief
and wishing for more
adventure, the trio dashes
off to the nearest center of
sinful pleasure. Memphis.
Lucius
lives
in
a
whorehouse, gets in a knife
fight, and rides in a
horserace, all in a couple of
days. Pe returns to his small
town home with both a new
knowledge of evil and a
feeling for what it means to
be grown up
The story avoids the selfconscious, utter seriousness
that in places make growingup movies like
"The
Learning
Tree'
such
crashing bores 'A quiet
humor characterizes nearly
the entire picture.
Serious moments are
saved through the use of
the poetic words of William
Faulkner, who wrote the
novel on which the film is
based
The only "star". Steve
McQueen, is miscast, but I
was so taken by everything

FRIDAY, FEB. 11—8 P.M. TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA
WTT0 Present!

945 S. Main
353-7675

inspiring and the day* when yeu'd have probe
boon better off catching an extra hoor'i sleep.

BROWNSVILLE STATION
—Plus—
DETROIT: Featuring

MITCH RYDER
CRABBY APPLETON * P.O. & E.
Tickets: $3.50, $4.50, $5.50, All Reserved
Sport* Areno — Central Travel & Ticket — Sean Woodvill. Moll —
House of Top.t — T.U. Student Union - Th. lair, Southland —
Adami Needle. Bowling Green — Music Circui, Sylvania.

A MUSIC HALL PRODUCTION

else about this charming
film. I hardly noticed.
Another in the long line of
Andy Warhol's flicks is being
brought to you again this
week by Middle Class Youth
(Friday. 7 and 9 p.m. in 105
Hanna Hall 1.
Originally titled "SEX"
when it was screened at the
LA. Film Festival lit still
bears that title on the
credits), it
has been
renamed
"Women
in
Revolt".
More
a
continuation of the Warhol
epic than a fresh beginning,
this film is the Warhol
factory's tribute to Women's
Liberation.
Using the now famous
stable of Warhol superstars,
it offers a biting satire in adlib form of the lib
movement.
It is loosely organized, to
say the least, around the
stories of Holly Woodlawn,
Candy Darling and Jackie
Curtis as they struggle from
under men to find their
places in society. The

HURT plans recycling
Celp us Recycle Trash
iPURT) will hold its
monthly drive Saturday to
collect
materials
for
recycling
Trash will be collected
from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
in University Parking Lot
Seven, the Girl Scout

STADIUM VIEW

SUNOCO
SNAP-ON
WHEEL ALIGNMENT
ROAD SERVICE
ALL TYPES OF
REPAIR WORK
24 HR SERVICE

NOW AT

SOUTHSIDE 6
* Dresses
* Skirts
* Tops
* Coats
* Slacks

* Shoes
* Suits
'--------

FRENCH CHATEAU BOTTLED
TABLE WINES

* Suits &
Sport Coats
* Flare Pants
* Shirts - Body i
& Dress

*
*
*
*

Sweaters
Coats
Shoes
Neckties &
Belts
— ,.-_-_____

S. MAIN & NAPOLEON RD.

MON THUR & SUN. 9 AM11 P.M.
FRI. ft SAT. 9 AM-12 P.M.

FREE COKES
WITH ONE
LARGE
PIZZA

SORRY!
LIMITED TIME
Ni) RESERVATIONS
Rated GP
SHOW TIMES:
[GtMral Public)

9:00-5:00

uJtjr llmiiprBiU, &[}ap
352-5165
532 E. WOOSTER ST.

Domino's
352-5221

FREE COKE
WITH ONE
SMALL
PIZZA

Building in City Park. Peace
Lutheran Church on Pearl
Street and St. Mark's
Lutheran Church on S. "
College Drive.
The group will accept
newspapers and magazines,
securely tied; mixed paper,
not including wax paper or
paper with crayon on It;
glass jars with tops and
metal rings removed; food
cans with labels and ends
removed,
rinsed and
flattened; beverage cans,
flattened and small scrap.
Contributors are asked to
leave only clean bottles and
food cans. This is to insure
that the material, which is
sometimes stored before
shipping to recycling plants,
will not attract rodents.

fMini Mu's
Love

1530 E. WOOSTER

S Their
HELD OVER 2nd WEEK
En « 7:3011 30
S.I t Sao 2 4b.b 00.) 30 1 9 30

mmufmimniHA
HTSASt!

WALT DISNEY

W.

Friday Special

SIX OFF-

STORE HOURS: 9:00-5:30 MON.-SAT.
Student Charge Accounts Welcomed

352-9014

DOMINO'S
j

dialogue includes gems like
"women were made to have
women" and "girls ire
good"
Colly. Candy and Jackie
band together to form PIGS
t Politically Involved Girls),
an organization dedicated to
raising funds so "women
will be free' by holding
consciousness
sessions
where potentially generous
doners are exposed to *
exposes of how certain
women have been raped and
raped and raped by "man".
Unfortunately,
Polly
becomes a drunk on the
Bowery. Candy sells her
body to become a sex symbol
and Jackie blows the
organization's funds on
gigolos in the Village and has
a child by Mr. America.
Despite several boringly
long scenes, the film has
some outrageously funny
dialogue and several
cultural satires that work.
After seeing "Women", it is
almost frightening to ask
what's going to come from
Warhol-land next.

UH

Fr..h Dough

Free Delivery In
Our Portable Ovens
ln~)il)IIIIH
SM I Sa*. 2 25 4 30 7 10 1 I IS

Also: Walt Disney's
Switzerland

5 p.m. - 1 ■- 0«ry
4:30 •■> 2 • - Fri t Sat

352-5166

352 6712

DRAFT
CALL

A studio panel of 3 local draft counselers will
answer your questions, call

372-2676
8:00 Tonight
WBGU-TV-70

Th.oON«w., Mday, Norway 4. l»71/P«o.S

Vets: caught between two worlds
The guy with the bell-bottomed
blue jeans and the medium-long
hair, who sits next to you in your
Relativity 202 class, doesn't look
much like the GI he was three years
ago

with students, nor with professors.
"Because I'm older and more
experienced. I have trouble relating
to I non-veteran I students.'' said Jim
Simon, senior (Ed), a four-year
Army vet.

IV probably looks like any other
student, but inside he may think that
his military experience has set him
apart from other students

I've had the time and opportunity
to grow up and find out what the
world is like Now I'm back in
school with students as much as six
or seven years younger.'' he said.

Many veterans have difficulty
loosening up and moving into
civilian life As college students,
they find themselves in the center of
a generation gap. neither identifying

"I feel out
of place here...

"The experience of meeting
people and traveling" has, said Jim
Arthur, sophomore (AlSi. given
him an advantage in studying.
Arthur, who spends 18 months on
Okinawa, also complained of a
common disadvantage of military
service. "In the Army, my mind atrophied for two years. It was
really hard to get back into gear."
he said.

Another vet. Steve Shephard.
senior (Ed.), said he thinks the
service makes a person more
conservative.
The medivac helocopter pilot said,
i feel out of place here because I'm
more mature emotionally than most
students. Most of my friends are
professors or other vets, because I
have more in common with them
It's hard to talk to kids who only
know of high school and college."

"/ really wanted
to start college,
but now I think
It's a joke.''

Its hard to talk to
kids who only
know of high school
and college.'Shephard

Many vets think their military
experience has given them a distinct
advantage in courses. Gabe Cazell.
senior
i Ed t.
who
was
communications specialist in
Vietnam, said. "After a year of
cram-type training in the Army, I
know how to study, especially in
classes taught by traditional
professors In the Army, it was
either learn what you're supposed to
or go carry a rifle.''

-Schmidt

Harry Schmidt, senior IB A ) who
was with the 173rd Airborn brigade
in Vietnam, "felt out of place as a
freshman." But now, he said, he
doesn't think of himself as a vet.

He said he has no trouble relating
to other students now. but admits it
took time to get back into school.
"I really wanted to start college.
DUI now I think it's a joke. Time's
being wasted here, especially in
some of the irrelevant required
courses." he said.
If veterans have any common
gripe, it concerns the Veterans
Administration (VA). A veteran
with no dependents is entitled to a
1175 ,i month educational allowance
from the VA. The complaint is that
it takes months to get checks started
and there is too much red tape
involved.
Cazell said. "The VA takes care of
me now-the checks come like
clockwork ■■but it was six months
before the first one came."
"The VA, in health and
educational allowances, is like
Catch-22; there is always another
form to fill out or another
qualification," said Jim Carpenter,
freshman (A4SI. who was a
billeting NCO in Vietnam
Carpenter also expressed a feeling
common to many vets. "The
organization, whether it's the Army
or BGSU. is hostile toward
individuals.
Service experience
teaches you how to confront it. fight
it, work with it, and how to succeed
in it," he said.

"In the army, my mind atrophied for two years.

It was really hard to get back into gear."-Arthur

Veterans discuss war,
amnesty, volunteer army
There are about 820 undergraduate military
veterans attending the University, and about 100 vets
doing post-graduate work here. They bring with them a
wide range of experience and a special interest in
certain issues, such as the draft, a voluntary army and
amnesty for deserters and draft evaders

"Because I'm older
and more

experienced,

I have trouble relating to
(non-veteran)

Among veterans, there is no consensus about these
issues, or even about the war. But they do have some
observations that have come from their experience in
military life.
"I don't think we need a draft any more," said Jim
Carpenter. "The pay is getting higher and higher. A
private E-l makes more now than a sergeant E-5 made
when I first went in And the service gives you a
chance to get away. Like we used to say in the Army,
'fun, travel and adventure'."
But Carpenter said he thinks a volunteer army could
be dangerous. With no drafted citizen-soldiers, the
army could become too self-important and perpetuate
war.
"I once asked a staff sergeant, who was doing his
third tour in Vietnam, why he volunteered to come
back. He said, 'Because this is the only war there is'."
Carpenter said.

students."Simon
"/ don't think
a draft

Gabe Cazell agrees with Carpenter. "Having an allvolunteer army is asking for a political threat. It could
turn against the country. The issue of abolishing the
draft has to be handled carefully." he said.
"Going in the service is a terrible thing to have
happen to you." adds Cazell. "And. although it's not as
frightening as it seems to be from the outside. I don't
think the Army can recruit enough people to fill its
ranks."
Sen. Robert Taft of Ohio recently proposed a bill
giving a qualified amnesty to draft evaders, but not to
deserters. The qualifications were three years of
service at the lowest rate of pay either in military
service, a VA hospital or VISTA.
Most veterans say the United States can't condemn
all the exiles. They believe some are sincere and some
are cowards, and vets think there must be a qualified
amnesty.
"We can't just let them come back," said Jim
Simon. "If we do, whenever there's trouble-bang, off
to Canada or someplace else. There should be some
punishment for cutting out. I think Taft's bill is
enough."
Jim Arthur, holds another view. "Let the guys in
Canada stay there," he said. "I paid my dues, let them
pay theirs."

"Having an all-volunteer army
is asking for a
political threat. "-Cazell

we need

any more."-Carpenter

On war, veterans hold as many different opinions as
any other group in the United States. They believe war
is evil, but they think a person really doesn't know
until he's been there.
Few of the vets interviewed want to talk about their
combat experiences and prefer to forget them and the
war. Most, whether hawk or dove, support President
Nixon's efforts to end the war.
And many, like Shephard, will say, "I'm totally
disgusted with the war. I wish I never would have
went. I'll just be glad when its over."

Stories by Vic Amato
Newsphotos by
"I'm totally disgusted

Keith Meiser

with the war."Shephard

and Vic Amato

Although It ofton surprises other pooplo-both young and oW aliko-vetorani
a,. iomotlmos moro opposod to tho wor than tho students who havo nover
boon involved with tho military

■oge 6 'Th* tO News, Fridov, reheuary 4, 1973
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Whatever.
Pronoun.
Serviette.
Canine
cognomen.
39 Part of • royal
flush.
Ill Immature.

The United Stales Marine Corps Reserve in
Toledo. Ohio has openings for a few good men.
Recruiters will be in University Hall on February 8th from 9:00 AM until 3:00 PM.

FOR INFO CALL 2-4453

9
II
15
16
17
18
20
22

.14
IS
36
37
38

NOTICE

SUNDAY 12:00 P.M. AT ICE ARENA

ACROSS
1 Wheat or oala.
5 Mlarhief makera.

is

fair"

Widely throughout the world
I'e

stand because, he said, the

RALLY

divided about it

American

71 Gen'l FewuretCoep

OBI.

should set a date for total

runs for office-I'm speaking

accused

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

l.itlleneck.
European capital.
Balm.
Early Athenian
atateiman.
Re at hand.
Code.
Type of athlete.
Dips in liquid.
Mohawk or Erie.
Under ihe
surface.
Angers.
II..I.Iin.- tool.
Orient.
Very greatly.
file.
Made a derision.

26 Give assurance
(with "for").

27 Up

(In a

spot I : 2 worda.
29 Meadow mouse.
30 Country
gatherings.
31 Excessive.
32 French name
for French city.
33 Water about a
castle.
34 Spiritual force.
37 Pay • visit: 2
words.
38 Participant- in
bitter qnarrela.
40 Agitated by
violent motion.
41 Course.
43 Breathe with ■
whistling sound.
44 Liverpool's river,
47 He married
Porahontas.
48 11th month of
Egyptian year.
49 Mythical queen.

50 Raise.
51 Affected

ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZZLE

THE PREMIERS
9P.M.-2:30A.M.
NO COVER
115 E. COURT

Charities Week
February 7-12

GET READY

Alpenhorn Specials
•V2 Spaghetti - Vz Lasagna
w

The Temptations

meat sauce, Italian Salad,
Bread A Butter

• Sandwiches
• Meatball

ALL-CAMPUS

• Stacked Ham

POLKA PARTY

• Stacked Corned Beef
• Italian Salami
• Stacked Roast Beef

Harshman Cafe.

oniypl.UU,

Live Entertainment

Pettfe

downtown

Alpsnhoin Room Hull Mon Sal
Ouuog Rao* II 10 10 Mon Sal
II10 I Sun
SI 3b Dill, Lunckaon Spacial 11 to 3

1

THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE
ALL AREA STUDENTS
IDs REQUIRED

$100

Cinema Ul
is-.
NORlHWfSl OHIO S WWESI AN0 M0S1 C0MF0RTABK I „*""•>
fc
CONCtPl 01 IUXURY CNItRlAINMENP
BS *~

HELD OVER 3rd WEEK!
Eve 7:20. 9 30

Sit & Sun

2 30. 4 40, 7:20. 9:30

Live Band

Campus Culture. North Gym
midnight

All THE BEER YOU CAN DRINK

*••****• •*••••*>
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

SUNDAY - OI'KMM, Til.3PJW. - ADULTS $1.00

STAMVM

I'AO & Theatre Unbound. Forum. Student Services. 8 pm
■ Funny Thing Pappened on the Way to the Forum"
Proceeds go to Project Concern Adm. ft

Tickets - $1.50 - At The Conklin Desk

BG

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Delta Gamma
congratulates

KAROL KAMPE
on
being elected

PANHEL
PRESIDENT

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

>•••••••••••••*

Women's Bldg 6 pm to 12

Intercollegiate Fencing lor Men. Angola. Mich 6 pm
There will be another meet at Chicago. Saturday
Saturday Feb 5.1972
t hiss Club 211 Moseley Pall, dm - 3 pm All interested
persons welcome
Women's Intercollegiate Fencing vs Wiyne Stile &
Clm State. South Gym. Women's Bldg 10 30am
Women s Intercollegiate Basketball vs Miami, al Miami.
1 JOpni
CAii and Theatre Unbound. Forum. Student Services. 2
pm and » pm
A Funny Thing Pappened on the Way to
the Forum
All proceeds go to Project Concern Adm SI
MCY presents Andy Warhols Women in Revolt" 105
Panna I'all 7 and spin Adm SI 50
Sunday Feb «. 1972
Sailing Club 203 Paves Pall. 7 30 pm
KARATE Club. 79 Grand Hal I Room, Union
Campus Bridge Club will hold i Duplicate Match I 30 pm.
Ohm Suite. Union
Open to ill bridge players
Four
trophies
Chnsiian Science Church Service. 10 am, ProutCtupel
Monday Feb 7.1972
American Field Service College Club. 204 South Pall. 7
pm Organiiational meeting, open to all

Detective
Harry Callahan.

Theta Sigma Phi. Alumni Room. Union. 7 30 pm
Carol Slynisch newswomin WTOL-TV will speak
PublK- invited

He doesn't break
murder cases.
He smashes them.

fk

LOST
Opal ring, antique gold
REWARD Call 352-7424
HELP WANTED

PANAVISION'
Warner Bros . A Kinney Company • TECHNICOLOR"

Mother's helper needed by
(acuity couple. I child Light
house work. 2 pm uiru
dinner
Must have car
References Cill after 2 353-9322

HELD OVER 3rd GREAT WEEK
Era. - 7:30. 9:30 - Sit. Sen. - 2, 3:49. 5:39. 7:30. 9:30

Delivery men wanted Apply
In person Pagliai s ruu

FIND OUT YOURSELF
WHY EVERYONE'S TALKING ABOUTA DorriMNt

B

Ms

Women s Track Club. 100 Women's Bldg 7 pm II unable
lo attend call 22200

Clint
Dirty Harry

UM>

Go-Go girls
needed
preferably Jl yrs old Mecca
Night Club - Call 424-921$
between 10 am to 3 pm ■ $
pm to 2 30 am Ask for Mr
Wilson i rides furnished i

» ion stom

MOW UNDER II ADMITTED

See Katina On Sat. Nite - Feb. 12
IN THE DOGWOOD SUITE
50c WITH BUTTON — $1.00 WITHOUT

Rosjignol skis w Salomon
bindings also Ruchle boots
Call 3520085

Friday Feb 4.1»72
I
Middle Clan Youth presents Andy Warhols -Women In
Revolt "7 and 9pm 105 Pinna Pill

Feb. 5. 1972

Movies, Free Food

Fri. & Sat. nite
BARRY FITE at the organ

Rally BG Sports Car Club
Sunday 12 00 pm it Ice
Arena

CAMPUS CALENDAR

^

on a bun or Italian bread

P

-9MMC- CLaSSIFIED ~«®fc~

on|y$1.50;

PELP
NEEDED
no
experience call Alel 352 788$

SERVICES OFFERED
Short hand beginning or
refresher
coarse
small

clasiei Certified instructor
352-0IM
Experienced
typist
dissertations, theses term
papers
Do minor editing,
accurate, excellent copy,
low rates Call 354-7571
Exec sec will type theses,
dissertations, misc
3527752

WANTED

Stidium View-HURT Inc
wants
YOUR
trash
Saturday. Feb 5 Ul. 9 30 im
until 12 30 pm it St Marks
Lutheran Church. 315 S
College Dr
For Spring Quarter > Wint •
plenty to eat served family
style' Call or stop by the
ZBT Pouse. ph 372.2808
The TEMPS are coming
When will this University
meet the needs ol the
f unfilled
POLISP
AMERICAN''
When will
kielbasa be served in the
cifeteru to the delight ol
everyone's lisle buds'* Feb .Harshman Cafeteril SI 50
AIRLINE TICKETS - US
and lnt'1 • Holiday Travel
Ctr 140 N MamS52aJ5«7
SENIORS'" Sign up today
(or KEY pictures This is
your list cbinre 372-2656
Brenda
and
Randy,
congratulations on your
engagement' Debbie

Pont
Lemins eic
fully equip Tom 352

PREFERRED
PRO
PERT1ES
OFFERS
CHERRY PILL VILLAGE
Napoleon Rd model open 7
days a week 8-5 Mon-Fn 1-5
Sal and Sun 352 9378 or 352
7J24
F roommate needed • FEB
FREE - OWN ROOM 3520527
1 M roommate needed own
bedroom, rent $50 per mo
("ill MARK 352-5430
PREFERRED
PROPER
TIES OFFERS CHERRY
PILL VILLAGE Napoleon
Rd Model open 7 diys a week
8-5 Mon-Fn 1-SSilandSun
352 9378 or 352-7324

2-man lor rent it Greenview
Sum Qtr
Betty 352-0360
evenings

The TEMPS ire coming"

We
think
the
ATO
fearsome five" is ill talk
and no action Thinks (or the
ride Your littles Tom L

Cliudetje
Way to shoot. Lin' Congrits
and good luck it Kent' Miry
ind Judy
OUR MANDY Get high lor
stopping
the
(low of
progress Our best - your
Inends. doc and sterile
Snake Charmers keep up
your "charmin" ways! We
don't mess around either
Snakes
SAE'i Thanks lor a really
ZOOM-ingtime We loved it
DC Pledges
Gtoo, congratulations on
your Phi Tau activilion
Luv BigSue

Wanted F to tour Western
US Spring3-38M

S-pie. all my love on Feb S
and forever! Hippy I year
anniversary Your s pie

SENIORS'"
Sltlmgl owe
weak only Feb 7-11 KEY
senior protraiu call today
HUM

1168
cond
9164

Kirli Pippy Birthd.iv ind
lehciiations on the laviher
FLEX

Madelyn. congratulations on
your
engagement!
A
diamond IS i girls best
Ihend'Undi

The deadline for returning
ill Mortar Board formi u
extended 1 week

55 lord I Ion van ph 353 7762

Urgently needed 1 female
sublet mimed or Spr S65 or
willneg CillJudy352a3659

Coed room * board in
exchange lor housework
Must have car $23-4*40

reRSONAU

Elrly American sod. good
condition 352-7752

Copp • you're a hell of i
roommite
PappyValentine's Day I love you
Suiy

AGD Actives • gel ready lor
a chilling lime Love Blue
Ribbons

No one would believe • DU
Brothers

FOR SALE OR RENT
mm

cam

I 1 7 $40

w case
II

Sliagerlaad
dram
Ml.
eaxelieat coadiuoa *■!•■•

diys l week 8-5 Mon-Fn 1-5
Sal and Sun 352-9378 or 352
7324

New 2 ts.li ni apt available
Spr Qtr 1 blk from campus
onE Merry call 354-3002
Female roommite wanted
Spring
Quarter
(or
apartment
Reduced rent
Call 352-7424
PREFERRED
PROPERTIES OFFERS CPERRY
PILL VILLAGE Nipoleon
Rd model open 7 davs a
week 8-5 Mon-Fh 1-5 Sat
and Sun 352-9378 or 352 7324
Apt to sublease Thurston
Minor (urn eff $115 mo
avail now 352-0814
PREFERRED
PROPER
TIES OFFERS CPERRY
PILL VILLAGE Napoleon
Rd model open 7 days i week
8-5 Mon-Fn 1-5 Sat ind Sun
352 937$ or 352-7324
1 f needed Spring Winthrop S
$45 mo 352-7263
2 men needed to share apt
for Spring Qtr
Regular
$65 mo now $50 mo. Call
Bob or Wes 352-0753
PREFERRED
PROPERTIES OFFERS CHERRY
HILL VILLAGE Napoleon
Rd model open 7 days •
week $-» Mon Fri I-S Sat
and Sun 352-937$ or 352-7324
1 F r male needed Spr Qtr
Call 152-7333
PREFERRED
PROPERTIES
OFFERS
CHERRY KILL VILLAGE
Napoleon Rd. model open 7

2
bedroom
furnished
apartment
(or
married
couple or two grad students
No children, no pels TPE
CHARLES APARTMENTS.
2 blocks IHMII Universily
1170 per month Available
commencing
Spring
Quarter Call 352 5298
Urgent' Male grid needs
roomie immediately Two
bedroom, furnished 4th St
Call 352-7775
PREFERRED
PROPER
TIES OFFERS (PERRY
PILL VILLAGE Napoleon
Rd model open 7 days a week
8 5 Mon Fri 1-5 Sal and Sun
352-9378 or 352-7324
F rmmt needed W and S or
to sublet lum apt lor Su Call
352 5528
Student & Faculty 2 br • 1
bath 2br I'lbaih. 2 br • 2
bath 1160
L
up
Call
Pendlelon Realty 353-3641
M r-male 5 room
S7S mo 3543302

apt

PREFERRED
PROPERTIES OFFERS CPERRY
I'lLI VILLAGE Napoleon
Rd model open 7 days a week
8-5 Mon-Fn 1-5 Sat and Sun
352-9378 or 352-7324
1 lem to share house with 5
others, near campus $35
mo ph 353-8065
Married couple or 2 or 3
responsible students needed
to sublet almost new trailer
Locited
across
from
Offenhauer 352-9374
1 F rmml needed Spr Qlr
cute apt Cheap Close to
campus call 353-7831 alter 4
pm
PREFERRED
PROPERTIES OFFERS CPERRY
PILL VILLAGE Nipoleon
Rd model open 7 days ■ week
8-5 Mon-Fn i-S Sat and San
352 9378 or 352-7324
Needed 1 F rmmate now and
Spring
Greenview $37 $0
352-9235 alter 5
Roommate M 1033 Varsity
Sq Apt after 5 WILL PAY
'i 1ST MO RENT
Roommate male or female •
to share apt own room 83$
4th St Apt 11
PREFERRED
PROPER
TIES OFFERS CHERRY
HILL VILLAGE Napoleon
Rd model open 7 days a week
8 5 Mon-Fn 1-5 Sat and Sun

352 9378 or 352 7324

1 male roommate tor Sprfcg
Quarter
or
immediate
occupancy $55 per month
including utilities 354-7211'

Th« »Q N*wt, hiday, fefenmy 4, 1972 /».». 7 '

Singer denies author's claim

Irving gets 3rd postponement

Overload

A pocketful of change should come in handy fot the driver of
rhh trailer Who would guott lhal parking might b* to
expensive?

Give...You Can't Lose'
Mardi Gras. part of the
University's
annual
Charities Week, this year
has a theme of "Give. . You
Can't Lose "
A concert, dance. Mardi
Gras entertainment and
games, and residence hall
money-making projects will
be held during the week of
Feb 7-12
Events will get underway
with a blues singer, a Mardi
Gras sing-along and an allcampus dance in the Union
Feb 11 The dance will begin
at 8 p.m in the Grand
Ballroom and will feature
' The Blue Tater"

Reporter
Carol Saynisch. news
reporter for WTOL-TV
in Toledo, will conduct
an informal discussion
Monday, Feb. 7 at 7:30
p.m in the Alumni
Room, Union.
Ms Saynisch will
speak on the woman's
role in communications
and her personal
experiences in the field
All
interested
students and faculty are
invited to attend The
talk is sponsored by
Theta Sigma Phi.
society for women in
communications

Other events in the Union
Friday will include fortune
telling, a numerologist,
pinball machines and
"oldie" movies, which begin
at 7 p.m. for continuous
showing
The same events will be
held Saturday night in the
Union as well as a carnival

Students slate conference
on Higher Education Act
The National Student
Lobby INSLI will hold a
conference on the Higher
Education Act. March 22-24,
in Washington. DC
Participants will speak
with Congressmen
The conference is being
held to gain support for:
--An additional $914
million for federal
scholarships for all needy
students (raising funds
available for Educational
Opportunity Grants from
$175.3 million to $800
million).
--Increased funding for
National Defense Student
Loans, work-study programs
and federally insured loans.
-Specific programs for
institutions represented bv
NSL lobbyist.
•-Increased GI benefits.

Klein claims hopefuls
'ignore responsibility'
MI AMI i AP) - Democratic
presidential hopefuls who
began their campaign last
year to unseat President
Nixon ignored their
governmental
responsibilities. White
House Communications
director Herbert Klein has
charged.
Due to legislative
inactivity, Klein said
yesterday action on the
California dock strike.

in the Ballroom featuring a
casino, booths sponsored by
residence halls and greek
houses and the usual cotton
candy, popcorn and snow
cones.
Living units will also
sponsor money-raising
activities within each unit
during the week

NEW YORK (API- Author
Clifford Irving has obtained
another delay of his
appearnace before a federal
grand jury, while a Danish
singer was quoted as saying
it seemed impossible that
Irving could have met
Howard Husghes during a
1971 trip to Mexico.
Irving, who claims to have
written
Hughes'
autobiography with active
help from the recluse
billionaire, declined to sav
why he did not go before the
federal panel yesterday. He
has
gotten
two
postponements this week
His wife. Edith, and his
lawyer also refused to
comment
Nina Van Hallan.lt. a
Danish folk Singer, was
quoted by the Los Angeles
Times as saying she and
Irving were apart "one to
one and one half hours at the
most" during a trip to
Mexico at the time Irving
has sworn he first met
Hughes in February 1971.
THE TIMES said the tall,
blonde
39-year-old
entertainer asserted she
never saw Hughes or anyone
resembling him during the
trip and that Irving did not*

-Federal matching of
slate funds earmarked for
loans.
COLUMNIST
Jack
Anderson, who recently
published secret" accounts
of White House strategy
meetings during the IndiaPakistan conflict, will
address the conference.
NSL has also issued
speaking invitations to all
presidential candidates.
Conference activities will
be held at Georgetown

University and on Capitol
Hill. Participants will be
housed either at the
university or in homes of
NSL staff member!
Fee is $10 and will cover
costs of summary materials,
housing, a Friday night
dinner and entertainment.
Students interested in
registering for the
conference should contact
Greg Jackson, director of
the Office of Voter
Facilitation. 325 Williams
Hall

Chinese dinner planned
The Chinese Student Association is sponsoring a Chinese
New Year Dinner Saturday. February 12. at fi p.m. at the
Newman Center
The dinner, prepared by two professionals from the Fort
Wayne and Toledo areas, will feature egg rolls, sweet and
sour pork, fried rice, lemon chicken and beef with vegetable
Tickets are $2.50 each and are available at the
International Center from 9 am to 4 p.m.. Monday through
Friday. Reservations will not be held overnight and there
will be no tickets available at the door.

welfare reform and Nixon's
revenue sharing program is
at a standstill.
"We have no means to
demand their presence."
Klein told newsmen here
"The people these men
represent must apply
pressure to keep them
working."

THE END

Klein did not mention the
Democratic candidates bv
name

is fast approaching..

tell her he had seen Hughes
Irving said the meeting
occurred on Feb 13 and 14.
1971 in remote locations in
Mexico
Miss Van Pallandt.
interviewed by telephone
from the Bahamas, told the
newspaper she would come
voluntarily to New York to
appear before the federal
grand jury investigating the
case for possible mail fraud
The postponement of
Irvings grand jury
appearance was obtained by

his lawyer, Maurice Nessen
U.S. Atty. Whitney North
Seymour Jr. gave no
explanation other than to
say that he was "talking
only for today."
Also
winning
a
postponement was John
Meier, of Albuquerque,
N.M., a onetime scientific
consultant to Hughes
Seymour also would not say
why Meier, a candidate for
the Democratic Senate
nomination in New Mexico,
had been excused

Crypt coffeehouse
to reopen Friday
Offering an alternative to
routine weekend activities,
the Crypt coffeehouse
located in the basement of
the HCF Center will reopen
Friday at 8:30 p.m. with free
food and entertainment.
The Crypt was open last
spring and operated
successfully on donations,
according to Dan Kimpel.
sophomore (Ed.I.

and piano facilities are
available
Persons
interested in performing or
donating food can contact
Kimpel
At present the Crypt will,
be open Friday nights only
However, Kimpel said that if
an interest is shown this may
be extended to include
Sunday nights.

"This is a collective
community project run in
conjunction with the UCF
for people who enjoy the
atmosphere of low-key
music." added Kimpel. who
is active in the Crypt's
reopening
Entertainment will bo
provided by local artists
Kimpel stressed that all
performers are welcome

PUBLISHER McGraw-Hill"
denied a report that Irving s
lawyer offered to return
tSOO.000 if a group of New
York publishers would agree
to drop all prosecution
against Irving and his wife
The firm had given Irving
J650.000 for payment to
Hughes for what it believed
was the billionaire's
autobiography.
•
Irving has said it was his
wife who. using the name
Helga H Hughes, deposited
three McGraw-Hill checks
totaling $650,000 in a Swiss
bank and later withdrew the
money and deposited
S442.O00 in another bank in
Zurich
The checks were made
payable to "H.R Hughes"
and endorsed with the same
signature. A handwriting
expert retained by the
publisher said the signature
was that of Howard Hughes

man he knew as a Hughes
representative named
"George Gordon Holmes."
Holmes has never been
located and Irving has
denied 'a published report
that the man was actually
Meier, the former Hughes
employee.
Hughes reportedly lives in
all but inviolable seclusion in
a hotel penthouse in the
Bahamas.

Women's arts
course to be
offered spring
Experiemental
studies
will offer a course entitled
"Women in the Arts Their
Image and Perpetuation of
Sexual Stereotypes" spring
quarter.
The class will meet every
Monday from 7 to 10 p.m.
Instructor is Nancy Stepp
Students interested in
enrolling
in the course
should register at the
Experimental Studies
Office, 541 Education Bldg

Irving had sworn in an
affidavit that he delivered
checks for $275,000 and
$50,000 to Hughes personally
and a third for $325,000 to a

REIVERS
WITH

International Jobs

STEVE MCQUEEN

Europe Soulh Amenta. Asia Am
Italia USA Openings in all fields
Social Sciences. Business. Sciences.
Engmeeiing. Education, ale Alaska
conduction and pipeline work Earn
ings lo $500 weekly Summer 01
permanent Paid expenses, bonuses
travel Complete current information
only S3 00 Money back guarantee
Apply aatly tot best opportunity*
wiite now1" Inttinational Employ
mint Boi 721 B559. Peabody. Mas
sachusstts 01960 (Not an employ
menl agency)

FRIDAY ONLY
6-8- 10-12
115 Ed. Bldg.
50c

MCY, from the people
that GAVE you TRASH

V£%&»

Showing in
140 OVERMAN
WED. 7:00 & 9:00

105HANNA
Thursday to Saturday

CONGRATULATIONS

7:00 & 9:00

Karol Kampe

COLLEGE PREMIERE

ON BEING ELECTED
PANHEL PRESIDENT

D.G. PLEDGES

IN
REVOLT

THE BROTHERS OF

PHI KAPPA TAU
This is your last chance to

welcome
Jack Brace
Steve Sprow
Doug Clark
Barry Steinhagen
Gino Merrit
Joe Widman
Ted Nissen
Steve Windle
George Resanovich

info brotherhood

r

have

your

picture

in

the

KEY.

Call

today

for

an

appointment.

NOW
372-2656

Sitting Feb. 7-12 Only!

SHOWN UNDER THE TITLE OF "SEX" AT THE
LA. FILM FESTIVAL AT GRAUMAN'S CHINESE

STARRING
CANDY
DARLING

ADMISSION $1
EASTMANC0L0R X

HOLLY
WOODLAWN

JACKIE
CURTIS
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All winter sports home this weekend
words eye view

Skaters have problems
scoring goals at home

Who to blame
for cagers fall

By FRED R. ORTLIP
Assistant Sports Editor

By JACK CARLE
Sporta Editor

In past seasons, if you'd
have told hockey coach Jack
Vivian his team would have
problems scoring goals at
home during the 1971-72
campaign, he'd tell you to
get lost.
The Falcons always had
things relatively easy on
their home ice. where they
scored a majority of their
goals during an entire
season
But strange as it might
have been in earlier days,
the home scoring problem is
the case for Vivian's
Falcons, who will try to
notch two more victories to
their 16-7 record tonight at
7 30 and tomorrow at 2 p m
against Guelph al (he Ice
Arena

Ok fans, maybe things have gone a little bit too far.
The Bowling Green Falcons have lost 10 in a row 113 of the
15 games they have played this season). and I. unfortunately,
have seen every one of those games
Al the beginning of the season, the basketball team's
predicted wins were about five or six but I thought eight to 10
wins would be a more realistic guess After the first few
games against Dayton. Marquetle. Ball State and St.
Bonaventure. things were really looking up
But since the Bonaventure game, basketball has been
going downhill very fast and the situation doesn't seem to
hold much promise of improving.
The question is. who or what's to blame for the decline in
the basketball fortunes at Bowling Green? Is il I'at I'aley's
coaching, the players themselves or a combination of
several factors'*
AS FAR AS 1 can sec. I'alcy was left with the short end of
the stick by whomever did the recruiting in the last several
years No player on the current varsity is over 6'6" and none
were really outstanding players in high school. Players now
listed on the roster are juniors and sophomores, .i I though
this is Le I'enson's fourth year at the University
Even with this apparent lack of talent, many people
thought that I'aley would work a minor miracle and the
Falcons would be respectable this season.
So. he has tried many methods -the soft approach one. the
play-to-win one, the dothebest-you-can one and the hardline one of alwavs veiling at theplavers.
But. after 15 games, none of the above, either alone or
combined have seemed to work as indicated by the Falcons'
won-lost record
The answer is not that the BG schedule has been too tough
During the 10-game losing skid, the teams Howling Green
has played have a combined won-lost record of 91-70 Bui
takeaway Detroit, <12-4i. Niagara. i!3-4>. Toledo. 112-4land
Marshall. 115-21. you have a 39-56 combined figure for the
other six teams
ONE VETERAN OBSERVER of the Bowling Green
athletic scene has said several times during the current
losing streak that the main problem is that most of the
players for the Falcons are losers, and they don't know howto win
And this, I think, is the case It seems to me lhal several ol
the varsity team members are more interested in playing 411
minutes of basketball each game than whether the team
winsor loses
And these players are losers from the word go They can I
seem to do anything right and are only hurling the athletic
image of Bowling Green by slaying on the team
Bui, it will be a whole new ball game next season it I'aley
can last out this season with internal problems on the team
and pressure from outside.
The Falcons have one of the best freshman teams in recenl
history, and. after one season of getting used to varsity ball
i next yean, the next few seasons should be ones of 10-game
winning streaks rather than 10-game losing skids

Club hockey
Bowling Green's club
hockey squad will try to
avenge two earlier defeat!
by Michigan State and gel
back on the winning track
this weekend at Fast
Lansing
Ray Korkiala's team (9-5
on the season I took it on the
chin. 5-3 and 8-3. to the young
Spartans earlier in the
season The clubbers will be
out to stop a two-game losing
(Streak they began last
weekend against Kent State
Last Friday BG outshot
Kent. 43-29 but dropped a
close. 5-4 decision in Kent
Then lost. 3 1 on Saturday at
the Ice Arena The winning

goal Friday was scored in
the final 40 seconds
INJURIES caused the
shuffling of BG'J lines which
made it hard to adjust.
Korklala said "Our defense
was a little disorganized and
lackadaisical.''
he
remarked
The
Falcon coach
attributed
Saturday s
setback to overconfidence
"We were figuring on a split
after losing Friday, but Kent
just played better.'' he said
Despite the two losses
Korkiala had high praise for
defensemen Tom Snyder and
Greg I'att'h. who carried
much of the load for the
Falcons

Tankers meet WAAL)
By BOB OBERLE
When the Broncos of
Western Michigan 13-5 >
meet the Falcon tankers i251 in the natatorium
Saturday at 2 p.m. both
teams will be looking for win
number one against MidAmerican
conference
competition
Western Michigan is led by
Kevin McCully. whom BG
coach Tom Stubbs termed
Western's •best all around
swimmer.'' and a fine
distance swimmer in Gary
Dombrowski
The Falcons will rely
heavily on the efforts of
Dave Thomas
Thomas
swims in the 200-yard, 500yard, and 1,000-yard
freestyle events and. as
coach Stubbs said, "has been
doing a fine job this season "

WESTERN MICHIGAN is
coming from a win Tuesday
night against Central
Michigan, to whom the
Falcons lost earlier in the
season
Against other
similar competition, both
squads have lost to Ohio
University and Northern
Illinois
Coach Stubbs indicated he
would like to pick up points
in Western's weak events,
while keeping Western from
taking a first and second
place finish in the Falcon's
weaker events.
Remembering last year's
73-40 defeat by Western, the
Falcons should be ready for
this meet. As Coach Stubbs
said. "If we swim well, we
can beat them, with the
outcome going all the way
"down to the wire."

GoQi •

ton Wit* (8) misted on this goal attempt last weekend
against Lake Forest. However, Wise and the rest of the icers
will have to make their thots count against Guelph this
weekend as they will be without high-scoring Gord McCosh.

Falcons face Redskins
As part ol the Winter
Sports
Weekend,
the
Bowling Green Falcons will
entertain the defending MidAmerican
('(inference
champs. Miami, tomorrow
night al 7 30
The Falcons are in the
midst of a 10-game losing
streak, and have lost all live
games played so tar in the
MAC

The Redskins are coming
from a 67-65 overtime win
over Toledo Wednesday
night and are tied with the
Rockets at 4-2 for the MAC
lead
THE GAME will give BG
a chance to be a spoiler in
the conference race, as a
loss would almost certainly
knock Miami from the title

O'Neil plus factor
in middle weights
For a wrestler who almost
was a Waterboy. Howling
Green's Dennis O'Neil is
doing alright
O'Neil nearly quit
wrestling in ninth grade to
go out for basketball but was
talked out of it by his
wrestling coach, Nick
Milkovich "I'm glad I didn't
quit.' says O'Neil II 1 had
played basketball. I'd
probably be a waterboy
now "
1' e' s certainly no
waterboy for the Falcon
grapplers who stand at 2-5
this season Going into
Saturday's 12 30 p m meet
with I'untington College and
F. a s t e r n
Michigan
University, O'Neil is the
second-highest
point
producer tor the Falcons
with 17
"After I went back to
wrestling, my interest
started to grow," the
sophomore said "Of course,
winning the state title helped
keep me interested

I'm shooting for.'' said
O'Neil
That, of course, is a
reference to the MidAmerican
Conference
championships at Toledo
University on February 25
26
O'Neil thinks the Falcons
can finish as high as third,
and is prepared to drop his
weight down to 142 to help
the cause
"I'll lose a little strength,
but I'll be a big 142 so I don't
think ii will hurt me. and it
should help the team It'll
give us a chance to place
more guys,'' he says.
If he gets by the MAC.
O'Neil has one more
achievement to strive for.
"I'd like to make allAmerican by finishing in the
top six in my weight class in
the country." he says. A
lofty goal tor someone who
almost ended up a waterboy.
but from past performance,
one can bet that O'Neil won't
quit

O'NEIL WAS the Ohio
1'igh School state champ at

O'Neil and the rest of the
Falcon wrestlers will be
involved in two meets
tomorrow
At 12:30. BG will host
Eastern Michigan and at
2:15 they will host
I'untington College.

137 pounds as a junior and

138 pounds as a senior, and
that kept the college
recruiters interested in him
Besides Bowling Green.
O'Neil received offers from
Ashland
and
Ohio
University, but chose
Falconland because, as he
said. They made the best
offer, and they had a good
academic
reputation.
Besides. I really liked Bruce
Bellard tn-.nl coach) and
Jimi'oppei (assistant)."
The feeling is mutual
toward the 150-pound O'Neil.
who had a 7-4 record last
year and is 4-3-1 so far this
year
"I'VE
LEARNED.
though, that it doesn't really
matter what your season
record is. it's what you do
after the season's over that
really counts. That's what

BOWLING GREEN is 2-5
on the season and the best
bets to start for them are
Mark Contos at 118. Al
Womack at 126. Joe
Finneran at 134. Glenn
Blackburn at 142. O'Neil at
150. Steve Taylor at 158.
Mike Melting at 167. Dave
Nieset at 177. Dave Wolfe at
190 and Jerry Norbo at I'W.
Contos is 3-3 on the season
and O'Neil i4-2). Melting (32-2) and Wolfe (4-1-11 are the
only other performers over
500.
After tomorrow the
grapplers have only three
more meets before the MAC
Championship at Toledo.

picture Bowling Green also
has home games left with
MAC foes TU and Western
Michigan
• "tiii Lumpkin leads the
Hedskins scoring, averaging
17 points .i game In the first
meet between the clubs.
Lumpkin hit lor 17 points
Four Hedskins starters were
in double figures and Miami
won mi N
Dining the current losing
skid, the Falcons have not
been able to put two good
halves ol
basketball
together
Coach Pal I'aley has gone
to a double stack offense the
last three games
The
Falcons are still getting used
to the new offense but the
execution is becoming better

each day
I'aley indicated some new
wrinkles might be in store
for Miami, but he would nol
explain any further One newwrinkle could be that the
Falcons win a gameCARLF.

BESIDES TWO wins
Vivian would like nothing
better than to break out of
the scoring rut his club has
been in
At this poinl last season.
BG had chalked up a healthy
74 goals at the Ice Arena
Currently, they've only
accounted for 57. quite a
rarity for Howling Green
hockey
"You can look at the
individual scoring to see the
difference." pointed out
Vivian
"Sure (Mikei
Hartley's got 21 this season,
compared to 22 ail last year.
But look at some of the
others
"WE'VE GOT a right wing
with three goals, a left wing
with live and a center with
two. But we're winning and
that's what counts
I'owever. when you take
away the injured Gord
McCosh's 18 goals ion the
season i it puts quite a crimp
in your plans "We've got to
start snooting with some
authority." said Vivian
"Maybe they think the
crowd is going to score for
them or scare the other
learn out of the rink It
doesn't work that way "
Although Bowling Green
has beaten Guelph three
times and lied once, the
Gryphons are hardly on the
same level of BG's last two
opponents. Lake Forest and
St.Clair
"WE'LL BE playing this
series like a league series."

said Vivian "The players
know what they're up
against in Guelph They're
practicing like they're
ready
Last season the Falcons
tripped Guelph, 6-4 and 5-4.
though they had to settle for
a tie in the brawl which
erupted just as the Saturday
game ended
That BG got by goalie Ken
Lockett last season was
practically an accomplishment in itself. Lockett.
somewhat of a legend at
Guelph, played minor league
hockey with the Fort Wayne
Komets and had a chance to
go to Baltimore in the
American League this
season I'e once recorded 86

saves in one game last year
for the Gryphons.
BUT HE'S back for
another campaign along
with leading scorer John
Marshal who's got 14 goals.
27 points. Sporting a 11-6-2
record. Guelph stands atop
of the Ontario University
Athletic Association.
With McCosh out for the
season. BG's scoring
potential has been reduced
from three lines to two.
according to Vivian, it's
going to be up to (Steve)
Sertich's line (Jack
I'oogeveen-Ted
Satorl,"
said Vivian "In playing
regularly. Sertich and Salor
only have five goals between
them."

kenny's korner

New offense
helps Henson
By KENNY WHITE
Sports Writer
During the last three outings, a certain player has come to
life for a struggling varsity squad Le I'enson. who was
supposed to carry much of the rebounding burden in his
career at BG. has found the solution that makes him come
alive.
After living up lo many expectations in the course of his
freshman year, the road to success has not been a bowl of
cherries for the Gary. Ind native.
f'enson quickly got a lasle of the sophomore jinx when he
suffered a broken hand To make matters worse, he had
academic problems which led to him being red-shirted that
year
Last year was the first full season that the 6'6", 230-pound
forward participated in varsity competition. Again, the big
man had trouble with nagging injuries but saw action in 21
games.
He finished the year, tied for second in team rebounding
with 119 and had an 8 5 scoring averaging I'is high
performance of the season was against Marshall, when he hit
24 points.
In his second varsity tenure. Le has encountered many of
the problems that have followed him during his last two
seasons Although he is a big man. Le is one of the surest
shots on the team
A line drive-type shooter, and a better-than-average
driver. Le was in the midst of a bad scoring slump in the first
half of the season
COACH PAT HALEY, who has not been getting much of an
offensive charge out of his forward spots, started seeking
ways to make the big men shool better.
After the fuse burnt out in Dalynn Badenhop's jumper.
Haley went to a double-stack offense. In this new offense, the
forwards' jobs were to screen down and then pop out. This
was helpful to Le because he didn't have to move around so
much and got set for his shot more quickly.
Since I'aley has installed his new charge, the forwards
have done everything but burn down the nets Le especially
has been the big gun for the Falcons
Le has hit for a total of 50 points against Kent State.
Western Michigan and Cleveland State. The cause of the
sudden outbreak is simply a player performing with more
confidence in his ability.
I'enson has had a weight problem this season. This, along
with his all-out hustle, often causes Haley to bench him
Haley once remarked that I'enson was truly a team player
because by asking for a break, he's not just a player running
up and down the court to tired to give 100 per cent.
I think that if coach Haley stays with his current offensive
game plan, he will get a lot more mileage out of his big man
If Le can keep that all important confidence on his side for
the remaining games, the significant shooting that Haley
needs will always be in the line-up.
With a season of eligibility left, Le could be an important
cog in the rebuilding basketball program at BG A good
second half of this season will be the needed uplift that just
may bring Henson to that long awaited road to success.

Tomorrow night the freshman basketball team will host
the Alumni All-Stars in a 5:30 shoot-out at "Haley's House of
Thrills".

Cornelkn "The Magician" Cash, high-scaring
freshman forward lets fly with a jumpor from
the foul line. Cash and the hash will ba
involved in a shoot-out with Jim Penlx and
the BG alumni tomorrow night at 5:30, in
Anderson Arena.

JIM PENIX, MAC Player of the Year in 1970 and now a
star for Bill's Men's and Boy's Wear of Fostoria will lead the
Alumni.
All MAC stars Rich Walker and Jim Connally will also be
starting for the alumni. Other players on the roster are Dick
Rudgers. Falcon captain in the 1968-69 season. John
Compton. Sid Rodeheffer, Joe Henderson la member of the
MAC championship team in 1967-68) and Tom Baker.
Other former Falcons who could make an appearance are
Jim narrow an Ail-American in 1960 and Dan McLemore an
all-league first team selection in the 1969-70 season.
Falcon assistant coaches John Heft and Bob Hill have been
ruled out of the game by varsity coach Haley.
The freshmen are coming off an impressive eome-frombehind 100-85 win over the Cleveland State frosh last Monday
night. Coach Ivory Suesberry will start his regular
contingent for the Alumni contest.
Earlier in the season the freshmen were defeated by Bill's
of Fostoria 89-87 and since several of the players who played
in that contest will be on the alumni team, Suesberry and his
players will be looking to avenge that loss.

